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FRESHMAN ENGLISH

The following report on Freshman English procedure in
the United States is based on an extensive survey begun
in November, 1927, and concluded in July, 1928. Three
hundred questionnaires were sent to colleges or universities,
with enrollments of five hundred students or more, located
in all parts of the country and representative of all types.
The percentage of returns was far higher than anticipated:
Two hundred thirty two replies were received, or 77.3%.
Seven came from Canadian institutions, but it seemed wiser
to omit them from the general report since their practices
differed somewhat radically from those in the United States.
(I shall summarize their tendencies briefly later.")

The summary that follows represents the results from
two hundred twenty-five institutions that marshall among
them more than one hundred thousand Freshmen. Prac-
tically without a single exception every major college or
university in the country co-operated. To all those who did,
gratitude is due,—especially, perhaps, to such universities
as were moved by a spirit of courtesy rather than by any
expectation of being enlightened through the findings. And
further expression of gratitude is owing such chairmen of
Freshman English or heads of departments as submitted
reports transcending the bounds of the questions asked and
entering into many fields of general interest.

There is unquestionably, if not a spirit of unrest over
Freshman English throughout the country, at least a spirit
of inquiry. And there may well be. No other course is so
universal, no other enlists so much sustained effort. Furth-
ermore, aside from some changes wrought by the older,
endowed institutions of the East, the course stands funda-
mentally as it was a decade and more ago. More colleges
are using placement tests for sectionizing students today,
fewer are using standard rhetorics; but at bottom tradi-
tional practices persevere. The East alone is modifying the
time-tried Rhetoric-Handbook formula; the Middle-West,
the West, and the South tend to retain it. Each section is
serving its special interests and meeting its obligations as
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they fall due. The gates of the older Atlantic seaboard insti-
tutions have partly closed: Only students of proved fitness
penetrate beyond their registrars. Their endowments ren-
der them independent and put them beyond the reach of rel-
ative illiterates. The great tax-supported universities be-
yond New York and Pennsylvania and south of the Mason-
Dixon line must, through their very nature, prove unques-
tioning hosts. The survey I am presenting bears out this
difference clearly. It should always be remembered, how-
ever, that this divergence of method is due not necessarily
to the greater vision or liberalism or forward looking of
Eastern educators but to a very practical adaptation of
means to end.

Before presenting the data arising from the national sur-
vey, it may be well to present the questionnaire itself,
omitting the preamble.

I. 1. Do you use a rhetoric? 2. A handbook?

3. Do you use a volume of selected essays? (See note)
a. If so, are the essays largely drawn from English 'classical'

writers, i. e.—Bacon, Ruskin, Hazlitt, etc?
b. Or largely from contemporary essayists?
c. Or from both types?
d. Or from essays, irrespective of authorship or style, designed

to arouse thinking and discussion—essays of ideas?
e. Do you attempt to teach 'style' in the essays assigned?
(Note: Since I am familiar with most of the current volumes
of selected essays, a mere indication of title would cover all
but 'e' of the questions asked above.)

4. Is the procedure and choice of texts modified in certain sec-
tions for engineering and agricultural students?

5. Do you form special Sub-Freshman sections for poor students?
6. Do you form special advanced sections for students of pro-

nounced ability? If so, approximately what percentage of the
class forms these special sections?

7. Please strike out such of the following forms as are not studied
in text books, books of selections, etc.: Argumentation, the
short story, the novel, description, exposition.
a. Which, if any, do you emphasize?

8. Do students write themes under the four forms of discourse?
Please strike out those under which they do not: Exposition,
narration, description, argumentation.
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9. Is Freshman English a combination of rhetoric and literature?
a. If so, to what extent?

10. Kindly check among the following forms such as are studied:
The drama, the novel, the short story, lyric poetry, epic poetry,
and the essay.

11. Do Freshmen take a separate course in literature in addition
to a course in composition?
a. If so, is it required?

12. Is Freshman English a year or a semester course?
13. Is it required of all students ?
14. How many hours a week does it meet?
15. Approximately what is the weekly theme requirement in words?
16. Are theme readers employed to assist instructors in charge of

sections? If so, to what extent?
17. How many conferences, if any, are held with students each

semester? Are such conferences held only with poor students?
18. How many students are in a normal section?
19. How many sections constitute full-time work?
20. Approximately how many students are in Freshman English?
21. If Freshman English at your institution differs appreciably

from traditional procedure through experimentation, through
innovations, through basic conceptions of what the course
should be—a brief statement of your tendencies would be
deeply appreciated.

II. 1. Is there a rule or tradition in force calling for the resignation,
say after four years' service, of an instructor who has not re-
ceived promotion?

2. Will you kindly state the normal minimum-maximum range of
instructors' salaries? (By the term 'instructor' I mean such
teachers as are above the rank of 'assistant' and below that of
'assistant professor'.)

3. Do you engage assistants or graduate students to teach Fresh-
man English?
If so, (a) what salary are they paid per section, and

(b) what percentage of the total instruction do they give?
4. What percentage of Freshman English instruction, if any, is

given by women?
5. What is the proportion, roughly, of teachers of any professorial

grade who instruct in Freshman English?
6. Any comments on the matter of instructors' salaries or on the

quality of instruction would be most welcome.
Signed
Institution

Remarks of any nature:
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1. THE CONTENT OF THE COURSE

A—THE RHETORIC-HANDBOOK-ESSAY VOLUME SITUATION

The catalog of Harvard College for 1874-75 offers among
the prescribed studies a course in rhetoric for Sophomores
under Professor A. S. Hill. The texts designated were
Campbell's "Philosophy of Rhetoric," first published in
1762, Whately's "Rhetoric" of 1828, and Herbert Spencer's
"Philosophy of Style." Campbell and Whately together with
Blair, whose "Rhetoric" was issued in 1783, were the dom-
inant rhetoricians of the period when Latin and Greek were
basic in our colleges. Their rhetorics still stressed heavily
the logic and elocution associated with the three liberal arts
of the mediaeval trivium. With a difference, of course, in
that the rules governing correct and elegant composition had
found practical emergence. Professor John Bascom, of
Williams College, in his "Philosophy of Rhetoric," 1865,
was in large part their legatee. The first of the modern
rhetorics was that of Professor A. S. Hill in 1878, a volume
followed eight years later by Professor J. F. Genung's "The
Working Principles of Rhetoric". The vitality of these
texts is proved by their continued use, diminished almost to
the vanishing point, and haphazard, but persistent.

The scores of rhetorics issued during the past forty years
have in the main been the product of an informed and prag-
matic pedagogy that has discarded the lofty and somewhat
nebulous theories of the earlier schoolmen and has faced
squarely the seeming needs of institutions serving a dem-
ocracy in which, during these two decades, the number of
undergraduates has increased ten fold. It may be, however,
that the current rhetoric has tended to make a science of an
art.

At present there are signs of rebellion against the dom-
inance of the rhetoric. It still holds its sway in the Middle-
West, West, and South, but the older East is discarding it.
And this general dissatisfaction is not to be wondered at,
for the situation has changed in several ways,—in two par-
ticularly. Little attention was paid in high schools and acad-
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emies before 1870 to the formal study of the writing of the
English language, nor did the colleges exact evidence of
preparation in the mother tongue. In 1865 for the first time
we find English required for entrance to Harvard when the
modest statement, "Candidates will also be examined in
reading English aloud" was appended to the list of en-
trance examinations. But for many years past the second-
ary schools have stressed English,—the excellent private
schools of the East and elsewhere with marked success, the
public high schools of remote communities with something
like failure. Each type of school has succeeded in terms of
its teaching personnel and the cultural heritage of its com-
munity. But at least a national effort has been made to train
secondary students to write with decency. Insofar as this
has met with success there has been a decreasing need for
administering formal rhetorical principles in the colleges.

The second agent has already been mentioned, the power
of student selection possessed largely by endowed institu-
tions. Granted the ability to reject the relatively unprepar-
ed, a college may start its Freshmen at a point beyond the
simpler rules of rhetoric. The East is in that position today
and is exercising its right of choice unremittingly. The
'omnibus' institutions of the rest of the country tend to pro-
vide for the better qualified students by sectioning through
placement tests and other examinations, and, with their
upper group students, to substitute other material for the
rhetoric.

The Handbook is still in high favor everywhere, though
less beloved in the East where there is a tendency to use it
more for mere reference than is evidenced elsewhere. It was
in 1907 that Mr. Woolley published the first conprehensive
Handbook; since then, as all of us who teach know, there
have been many worthy rivals. Its use even in the most
aristocratic seat of learning is easily justified: So many of
the things that all of us ought to know, and which so few
of us do know thoroughly, are indexed and calendared with
logical nicety. It will be a long time before the Handbook
is history.
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The volume of selected essays has found almost as wide
favor as the Handbook. Its use even in the East is fairly
widespread. It was about twenty years ago that essay vol-
umes began to appear with regularity. And so popular has
the form become that practically every text book publishing
house has two or three on the college market. When these
collections first appeared, it was the convention to draw
their material from the works of the great dead. Arnold,
Huxley, Macaulay, Newman, were among those who con-
tributed most. I suppose few students of a generation ago
will forget Arnold's Sweetness and Light. I won't for one.
Nor was I grateful for it. These prose authologies were de-
rived from the classics and, in that they paraded some of the
least compelling essays of the masters, they passed into
memory without regret. Their passing was speeded, it
seems to me, by the fact of the weight and greyness of the
essays they selected. Happily all the prose classics are not
heavy and colorless. Wisely chosen, perhaps the work of
the masters could still engage young America.

Today another story. Many of the present volumes
requisition the current magazines for their material, finding
much virtue in essays so fresh that they have scarcely been
blotted. The trend seems to be in favor of compilations
presenting discussion essays, essays that offer challenges to
the student mind, that start his thinking apparatus. The
content is of chief concern with them. Whether such vol-
umes offer mental discipline and have the power to arouse
a sense of appreciation for thought memorably and per-
manently expressed, is, I suppose, a controversial question.
Certainly they are easier to administer. It's another battle
of the books' with ancients unsaddled.

The facts of the Rhetoric-Handbook-Essay Volume situ-
ation can best be presented through tables. I trust that
those I offer will be intelligible.
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TABLE I

THE RHETORIC-HANDBOOK-ESSAY VOLUME SITUATION BY REGIONS AND
TYPES OF INSTITUTIONS1

RHETORIC HANDBOOK KSSAY VOLUME

« Q M « .2» J S B M 3-S » " a M 3™ S«

§ii HI in m m in
£<" £ = £ w £ | £<" £«

M I D D L E - W E S T ( 7 9 ) 3 .69_ 73_ JP7^ 96 86_ 84
(35715)3 ~

STATE UNIVERSITIES (12) 86 82 98 100* 86 90
(16S00)

OTHER INSTITUTIONS (67) 55 71 96 95 86 83
(19215)

EAST (61) .30_ 40 62_ 58 56 67

(25717)
STATE UNIVERSITIES (4) 42 50 84 75 71 75

(1740)
COEDUCATIONAL (15) 47 60 97 93 46 73

(6847)
M E N ' S (25) 20 33 44 48 41 50

(12305)
WOMEN'S (17) 26 31 58 41 83 80

(4825)

SOUTH (34) .5_7_ 60 94 90 94 88

(11055)
STATE UNIVERSITIES (8) 50 59 100 100 100 100

(4600)
COEDUCATIONAL (15) 44 46 81 78 84 79

(3360)
M E N ' S (5) 73 86 100 100 91 86

(1130)
WOMEN'S (6) 87 75 100 100 100 100

(1965)

W E S T (30) .62_ 65 92 87 95 87

(17170)
STATE UNIVERSITIES (13) 60 54 93 100* 97 92

(10280)
OTHER INSTITUTIONS (17) ....66 75 89 76 91 83

(6890)
TECHNICAL SCHOOLS (21) 61 57 89 86 82 76

(10500)
ALL INSTITUTIONS (225) ._55_ 59 86 83 81 80

(100157)

1—The Technical Schools are regionally placed as follows: Middle West 4, East 5,
South 4, West 8.

2—Refers to number of institutions summarized.
3—Refers to number of students summarized.
A—One institution makes use of Handbook optional with instructors.

My assumption was that a t least 5 0 % used it .

Note—All tables in this report are corrected to make requisite allowance for 'blank' and
equivocal replies. Tables I I , I I I , and IV present the same matter from different
points of view.
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TABLE II

THE RHETORIC-HANDBOOK-ESSAY VOLUME SITUATION BY TYPES OF

INSTITUTIONS IRRESPECTIVE OF GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION1

RHETORIC HANDBOOK ESSAY VOLUME

MM

III lS s-ss
2 a »

11111 III
if*3

STATE UNIVERSITIES (37) 70 63 97 97 90 92
(33120)

COEDUCATIONAL (107)' 50 62 91 91 78 81
(34002)

MEN'S (32) 31 48 53 59 56 56
(14440)

WOMEN'S (28) 52 50 72 61 86 81
(8045)

ALL INSTITUTIONS (225)3 .5S_ 59 86 83 81 80
(101157)

STATE UNIVERSITIES (37) ...
(33120)

ALL OTHER INSTI-
TUTIONS (188)
(67037)

TABLE III

70 63 97 97

48 56 81 76

90 92

74

TABLE

40

67

IV

62

95

58

93

56

91

67

84

EASTERN INSTITUTIONS (61)4....3O
(25717)

ALL OTHERS (164) 65
(74440)

1—The Technical Schools are entered appropriately according to their classification as
coeducational or not.

2—Coeducational—exclusive of state universities.
3—Including technical schools.
4—Not including the five technical schools.
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It may be of interest to carry the analysis of the Rhetoric-
Handbook-Essay Volume situation a step or two further.
The following table gives the numbers and percentages of
the institutions throughout the country using all three in
their Freshman courses.

TABLE V

INSTITUTIONS USING RHETORIC AND HANDBOOK AND ESSAY VOLUME

Middle West (79) 33 42%
East (61) 12 20%
South (34) 13 38%
West (30) 13 43%
Technical Schools (21) 8 38%

79 35%

And it may be of further interest, after evolving what one
might call a 'traditional conformity' Freshman course, to
discover how many institutions in the country find them-
selves in accord with it. I should say that the following ele-
ments might compose such a course: (1) The use of the
rhetoric and the handbook and the essay volume, (2) the
adherence to rhetoric as distinguished from literature, (3)
the requirement of Freshman English of all first year stu-
dents, (4) the extension of the course for a full year's dur-
ation, and (5) recitations for three hours a week. Know-
ing conditions in the country, one could hazard a guess in
advance of the facts as to the probable situation: Such
colleges as are forced to open their doors to 'Everyman' are
less urged to adventure the uncharted than others. At any
rate, here is the situation.

TABLE VI

THE 'TRADITIONAL CONFORMITY' SITUATION

State Universities (37) 10 27%
Other Institutions (188)

Middle West (67) 25 37%
East (57) 41 7%
South (26) 8 30%
West (17) 7 4 1 %
Technical Schools (21) 6 29%

60 27%

1 All small. Combined Freshman enrollment 950. There are several courses with minor
variations. But I have analyzed only those that conformed rigidly.
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B—LITERATURE IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH

It was often difficult to determine, and very naturally,
from the questionnaires I received, the extent to which lit-
erature is taught in Freshman English courses. At best
literature is an elusive term. There is little question about
the matter with the drama, or lyric and epic poetry, forms
of literary expression not ordinarily the staples of the first
year course. But what of the omnipresent essay or of the
short story? Both are literature, of course, if their quality
be high enough. The trouble lies in the use made of them.
If they are studied from a rhetorical standpoint, dissected
for unity, emphasis, and coherence,—if, to put it differently,
they are employed as models and stimuli for themes, they
become a means to an end and lose their significance as
pure literature. So for that matter may Milton's Lycidas;
at least it did for me. Some who answered my queries on
the presence of literature in the Freshman course puzzled
me—and this was inevitable—by their replies. When in
the following tables I state that literature forms part of
the curriculum, I have in mind such an approach to letters
as, say, a survey or a literary types course would present.

TABLE VII

INSTITUTIONS COMBINING KHHTORIC AND LITERATURE

No. With
Combina-
tion Rhet.
and Lit.

State Universities (37) 13
Middle-West (12) 2
East (4) 4
South (8) 3
West (13) 3

Older Eastern Institutions
Men's (20) 14
Women's (7) 5

All Other Institutions1

Middle-West (71) 17
East (35) 25
South (30) 15
West (25) 6

Per-
centage

35
16

100
43
23

70
71

24
71
50
24

Proportion of Literature
25% 33% 50% 66%

To a
100% Degree

8
11
3
1

1 Includes technical schools.
It will be observed from the above that, according to my interpretation of the answers
I received, there are only 9 out of 225 institutions giving only literature to Freshmen.
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The appended table shows the number of colleges and
universities concerning themselves only with rhetoric
during the Freshman year.

TABLE VIII

TABLE OF FRESHMAN 'RHETORIC' COURSES

Middle-West (83) 65 78%
East (66) 23 35%
South (38) 18 47%
West (38) 28 74%

Middle West and West (121) 73% straight rhetoric courses
East and South (104) 39% straight rhetoric courses

c—THE STATUS OF ARGUMENTATION, NARRATIVE, AND
DESCRIPTION

Argumentation, without question, is taught less frequent-
ly than it was even a decade ago. It has lost ground with
the wane in popularity of college debating. Doubtless the in-
creasing attention given to the study of collections of essays
has been a factor. Perhaps this wide use of essay autholo-
gies, demanding more of the calendar temporally, is as re-
sponsible as anything else. It may merely be, however, that
the Freshman course in its development away from classic
procedure has turned naturally from the polemical tradi-
tions of earlier years.

Personally I was surprised to find that narration was as
little in favor as argumentation. It is an age of fiction, but
apparently the study of short stories and novels is generally
reserved for courses in literature. And yet, in such courses,
although the novel is usually taken up, the short story is
not. I had presupposed before facing the facts that the
latter was in definite favor. With description the case ap-
pears different. One assuming that the form offered merely
a fitting introduction to the study of narration will be sur-
prised at the evidence seemingly tending to establish it as
an independent type. The following table represents the
situation with reasonable accuracy.
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TABLE IX
INSTITUTIONS NOT STUDYING ARGUMENTATION, NARRATIVE,

DESCRIPTION1

° a m 4) *C J>

*!| ! 141 41 {]•*!*)! I HI
MIDDLE WEST (83) '

Large2 (34) 17 65% (8) 21 75% (3) 3 11% (6)
Small (49) 20 44% (4) 36 75% (4) 4 8% (1)

EAST (66)4

Large (33) 18 64% (5) 15 60% (8) 8 32% (8)
Small (33) 15 54% (5) 19 70% (9) 9 33% (4)

SOUTH (38)*
Large (21) 7 4 1 % (4) 12 75% (2) 2 12% (5)
Small (17) 4 30% (2) 11 85% (2) 2 15% (4)

WEST (38)*
Large (28) 11 52% (7) 15 62% (3) 3 12% (4)
Small (10) 3 37% (2) 4 50% (1) 1 12% (2)

1 Technical Schools included.
• By 'large' is meant an institution with 300 or more Freshmen.
"The numbers and percentages are expressed after due deductions for blank and equivocal

returns.
4 Totals before deductions.

The next table is the outcome of the question: "Which
study or studies do you emphasize?" Those listed for anno-
tation were exposition, narrative, description, argumenta-
tion. Presented as 'types' of writing, they more or less
outraged the sensibilities of instructors who hold all
'forms' in contempt. But there seemed no other way to
gather data.

TABLE X
STUDY OR STUDIES EMPHASIZED1

Middle West (83) 44 (63%)» 6 4 2 2 5 6 14
East (66) 27 (57%) 5 2 2 6 0 5 19
South (38) 16 (53%) 3 4 1 3 2 1 8
West (38) 19 (61%) 3 0 0 4 0 5 7

106 (60%) 17 10 5 15 7 17 48
1 Technical Schools included.
* Percentage derived, of course, after subtracting the blank and indeterminate entries.

It is interesting to note that no institution emphasized
narration, and that only five laid chief stress on argumenta-
tion.
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2. CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS

A—SUB-FRESHMAN ENGLISH, ADVANCED FRESHMAN
ENGLISH, AND SECTIONING

There is a strongly growing tendency in the country to
assign students to such divisions of Freshman English as
will be most suited to their training and capacity. The ar-
gument I have heard most often against the practice con-
tends that the draining off of talent from a class leaves a
dead-level sediment difficult of stirring up emotionally and
mentally; that bright students serve to stimulate dull. But
pedagogically the 'ayes' seem to have it: Well prepared and
intelligent Freshmen can advance faster and master a more
exacting program with greater profit to themselves. The
larger institutions, of course, find it simpler to classify than
the smaller; the latter have fewer students from whom to
select graded divisions and a narrower choice of recitation
hours. Many of those who answered my questionnaire had
much to say on the matter. There appears to be general dis-
satisfaction with classes of varied accomplishment.

The usual method of divisioning is by standard place-
ment tests, the use of which seems to be growing; by gram-
mar tests and theme writing; or by a combination of both.
At Wisconsin we have four themes written, two impromptu,
two prepared, on which we base our sectioning. An elab-
orate placement test, given during Freshman week, is used
to check the theme results and may, in border-line cases,
be tihe determining element in assigning a student to his
proper group. With us there are four groups, designated
as A, B, C, D. The A group, that of the advanced Fresh-
man sections, comprises 4% of the class, the B group 60%,
the C group 30%, and the D group—Sub-Freshman Eng-
lish, for which no credit is given,—6%. The A group is in
large part given over to literature; the B group uses no
rhetoric and has literary leanings in its handling of the
essays, the short stories, and the novel.
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TABLE XI

SUB-FRESHMAN ENGLISH, ADVANCED FRESHMAN ENGLISH, AND OTHER

MEANS OF CLASSIFICATION1

Hill iifl! fill! Iliii !
56 26% 30 14% I'4 11% 32 15% 74 35%

1 Four 'blank' entries are substracted from the total of 225 and the 9 (4%) indicating
literature only.

TABLE XII

ANALYSIS OF INSTITUTIONS NOT CLASSIFYING

1. With Freshman enrollments of 300 or more
Middle West (4)1 13%
East (16) 59% Average for larger schools—28%
South (6) 29%
West (5) 18%

2. With Freshman enrollments of under 300
Middle West (18) 38%
East (15) 50% Average for smaller schools-41%
South (8) 4 1 %
West (2) 47%

•The numerals after Middle West, East, etc., indicate the numbers of institutions replying
unequivocally.

3—THE INSTRUCTIONAL SITUATION

A—SALARIES OF FRESHMAN ENGLISH INSTRUCTORS

This subject needs no introduction, no comment. We all
wish we had more; we can scarcely imagine receiving less.
The returns were quite clear, and the table can speak for
itself. It is to be understood that only the salaries of in-
structors are included, not those of assistants or professors.
In general the salaries of instructors in colleges of liberal
arts forming parts of universities are lower than those in
the professional schools. For the latter have contacts with
the outside world and enjoy, in part, a certain competition
for their services.
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TABLE XIII

SALARIES OP FRESHMAN ENGLISH INSTRUCTORS

STATE UNIVERSITIES (35, two not replying) Average minimum and maximum, 1650—2182
Average Average

Minimum Maximum
Middle West (12) 1650 2266
East (4) 1575 197S
South (6) 1683 2183
West (13) 1630 2107

MIDDLE WEST (besides State Universities)
Large institutions (20) 171S 2206
Small institutions (22)1 1624 1995

EAST
Men's older institutions (19) 1763 2342
Women's older institutions (7) 1771 2243
Others (19) 1753 2263

SOUTH
All but State Universities (14)2 1550 1908

WEST
All but State Universities (13) 1690 2160

TECHNICAL SCHOOLS (20) 1735 2170
ALL UNITED STATES INSTITUTIONS (168) 1690 2162
1 Omitting Antioch College for special reasons.
1 Omitting Duke University for special reasons.

B—THE FOUR YEAR TENURE-OF-OFFICE RULE

Through fear that this heading may be cryptic, it might
be well to explain it. In some institutions, especially in the
larger, there is a rule or tradition—in some cases even a law
—that instructors failing to receive promotion at the end
of three or four years must resign. I suppose the motive
back of the rule was self-protective: no college wants un-
successful teachers permanently, wants to see them grow
old ungracefully on its hands. And a tradition or law that
works automatically bears at least the semblance of a solu-
tion. Now there is some justification for this procedure.
But at the same time it seems to me that administrations,
so far as courses like Freshman English and elementary
courses in Romance languages are concerned, are not al-
ways wise in measuring tenure of office with a yard stick.
Mature, efficient, informed, and stabilized service is without
question in most institutions needed to a greater extent than
at present in Freshman English. And continued devotion to
the course, where competence displays the loyalty, should
receive recognition. Large universities can absorb, and do
willingly, young and untrained teacher-students. But there
should always be a solid nucleus of experienced instructors.
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In some future Eden, perhaps, Freshmen will be taught by
the oldest and wisest members of a department—many-
presidents will tell you that they ought to be so taught;—
but while we wait, it might be well to remember that a
background in actual teaching is at least as valuable to a
department as potential ability to do research work. The
table that follows shows the extent to which the resignation
rule is in practice. I daresay that those institutions making
active use of it are justified.

TABLE XIV
THE FOUR YEAR TENURE-OF-OPFICE RULE1

Reply
Rule in Force? Qualified

Larger Institutions1 no yes
Middle West 26 2 5
East 23 6 2 Average for Larger—17%
South 17 2 0
West 21 5 . 2

Smaller Institutions'
Middle West 39 0 2
East 25 3 2 Average for Smaller— 6%
South 13 1 0
West 6 1 0

Entire Middle West 65 3 7
Entire East 48 9 4
Entire South 30 3 0
Entire West 27 6 2

Entire Country 170 20 13 (Blank or indeterminate
89% 11% answers—22)

1 Omitting the qualified replies.
2 One institution omitted because of possible doubt.

It seemed to me a matter of interest to compare the sal-
aries of institutions practising the four-year rule with the
salary average for the country. One would expect their
averages to be higher since their power of selection would
in part be determined by the attractiveness of what they
had to offer. Such is the case.

TABLE XV
COMPARATIVE SALARIES1

SALARY RANGES OF LARGER INSTITUTIONS (300 or more Freshmen)
Middle West 2 (195O-2SOO)
East 6 (1783-2233) Average for group, 15 (1780-2220)
South 2 (1650-2000)
West 5 (1760-2180)

SALARY RANGES OF SMALLER INSTITUTIONS

Middle West3

East 3 (1933-2433) Average for group, 5 (1920-2340)
South 1 (1800-2000)
West 1 (2000-2400)
Average for Large and Small (above group) 20 (1815-2250)
Average for the entire country 168 (1689-2160)

1. Comparative salaries as between institutions having a four-year, tenure-of-office rule and
those not having one.

2. One institution omitted because of possible doubt.
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c—TEACHERS OF PROFESSIONAL RANK IN FRESHMAN
ENGLISH

Almost everyone is in theory committed to the principle
that Freshmen deserve the best, and regrets that the theory
should have so little in common with the condition. The
institutional budget, in effect a practical ways-and-means
committee, stands between the theory and the fact. Treas-
uries are usually shallow and copper-lined; "Jupiter is
poor." And, waiving that, there is often a settled disin-
clination among older teachers of English, finally entrenched
in literature, to do any more of the hard work a writing
course entails. I once heard this prejudice expressed in
homely Anglo-Saxon by a full professor in a departmental
meeting. "No man," he said, "wants to read themes after
he has reached forty."—But mutely arraigned against these
hostile forces stand the Freshmen. One of the most en-
lightened comments I received was the following: "Our
practice is to put the best men at our disposal in the Fresh-
man course. We should prefer to put a fresh graduate on
a senior course." This came from one of the older endowed
colleges of the East with ivy on its walls.

When I came to Wisconsin eighteen years ago, every mem-
ber of the department save one, who had never taught in
the course, had at least one section of Freshman English.
It was a policy of the department. To-day I am the only
person instructing in the regular course. (The four ad-
vanced sections, however, are given by assistant profes-
sors.) I represent 1.2% of the total instruction,—less than
that, really, because my experimental section is ordinarily
smaller than the average. During eighteen years, then,
professorial participation has shrunk from almost 100%
to a negligible figure. But the situation is worse than that.
As soon as an instructor gains experience and shows prom-
ise, he is drafted to serve other interests, notably those of
the advanced courses, the heavy enrollment in which de-
mands competent tutors and readers. The Wisconsin sit-
uation is duplicated time and again by other state institu-
tions of the country. Whatever of salvation is found in it
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is due to the eager loyalty and ungrudging service of the
Freshman staffs as constituted.

TABLE XVI

PROPORTION OF TEACHERS OP PROFESSORIAL RANK IN
FRESHMAN ENGLISH1

STATE UNIVERSITIES
Middle West (9) Average 1T%
East (3) Average 58%
South (8) Average 38%
West (13) Average 52%

NOTE: Wisconsin, Minnesota, Ohio State, and Iowa average 6.7%

EAST (Selected groups)
(Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Columbia average 23%
(Dartmouth, Amherst, Wesleyan, Williams average 66%
(Wellesley, Vassar, Smith, Mt. Holyoke average 65%

1—The percentages presented do not mean the proportion of instruction given, but the per-
centage of the professorial staff teaching at least one section.

NOTE—Although I have tried to be accurate in this table, in view of the rough estimating
implied in some of the returns, the findings are probably indicative rather than accurate.

D—THE TEACHING LOAD

A glance at the table that follows is enough to fill a person
with dismay. The average number of Freshman rhetoric
students for which an instructor is responsible in the ninety
institutions responding intelligibly is 93. It was not very
uncommon to find that teaching hours, even where heavy
Freshman English demands were made, ran to thirteen or
fourteen per week. The most humane situation exists
among the older endowed colleges and universities of the
East. (See table). At Wisconsin the average is 80. This
condition is largely due to restricted budgets. The upper
courses, conducted, naturally, by higher-ups, courses often-
times with narrow enrollments, are costly to administer;
Freshman English can go through its paces with cheap
labor and mass production. It would be enlightening if
chairmen of the first-year course would obtain from the
business managers of their institutions the comparative unit
cost per student as between Freshman English and any
other course in the curriculums. It would almost seem as if
Freshman rhetoric in many places was regarded as a neces-
sary evil; as if, too, the status quo was traditionally fixed.

I should say that relatively few places force their instruc-
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tors to teach Freshman English exclusively. Most of them
round out the teaching schedules with quiz or tutorial sec-
tions in the elementary, prescribed courses in literature. It
is well that it should be so. Those of us who have taught
many types of subjects will, I am certain, admit that no
one of them demands such an expenditure of nervous force
as the Freshman course.

TABLE XVII

TEACHING LOAD

1—These figures were carefully compiled; they are, however, more indicative than accurate.
2—Colleges employing readers were not included.
3—Colleges giving only literature, and colleges combining literature and rhetoric were not

included.
A—It is noteworthy that, however heavy the teaching load, weekly writing requirements did

not vary between institutions apportioning few students to an instructor and those
apportioning many.

Number Average
Replying Students
Definitely per semester

LAROER INSTITUTIONS1 60 94

Middle West l T 88"
East 22 91
South 7 108
West 16 101

SMALLER INSTITUTIONS2 30 91

Middle West !T2 ~99
East 11 87
South 5 88
West 2 84

STATE UNIVERSITIES 27 95

Middle West T "88
East 4 107
South 6 99
West 9 93

EAST (17)—average 73
Older, Endowed Women's Colleges (10) average 69
Older, Endowed Men's Colleges ( 7) average 78

1 Institutions with 300 or more Freshmen (60 definite returns)
1 Institutions with fewer than 300 Freshmen (30 definite returns)

E—PERCENTAGE OP FRESHMAN ENGLISH TAUGHT
BY WOMEN

The accompanying table is purely informational. A
glance at it will establish the fact, long known to be true
whether certified by statistics or not, that the East and
South prefer to have their men taught by men, their women
by women; and that the Middle West and West, the regions
dedicated to co-education, are committed to no such policies.
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Incidentally, there are very few institutions in the latter
sections that do not admit men and women students im-
partially. Perhaps the differing attitudes can best be shown
if we take parallel situations, say those inherent in the co-
educational technical schools in the four sections of the
country—2 in the Middle West, 3 in the East, 2 in the South,
and 4 in the West. (I am omitting men's schools of which
there are 2 in each region, and one woman's school in the
West. These men's schools everywhere are taught entirely
by men; the one woman's 75% by women.) The Middle
West and West combined are 43% taught by women, the
East and South 2%, one institution having 8% of the in-
struction given by a woman, the others none.

Several of those who aswered the question, "What per-
centage, if any, of your instruction is given by women?"
used blunt pens and bore down hard when they entered
"None whatever!," "Absolutely none!" Which showed a
state of mind. I sometimes think, however, that of the two,

TABLE XVIII
PERCENTAGE OF FRESHMAN ENGLISH TAUGHT BY WOMEN1

MIDDLE WEST (83) SOUTH (38)
Large ins'ts (34) 44% MEN'S (9)
Small inst'ts (49) 37% 40% Large ins'ts (4) 0%

Small ins'ts (5) 0% 0%
EAST (66)

MEN'S (27) WOMEN'S
Large inst'ts (17) 0%= Large ins'ts (3) 88%
Small ins'ts (10) 0% 0% Small ins'ts (3) 100% 94%

WOMEN'S (17) COEDUCATIONAL
Large ins'ts (4) 79% Large ins'ts (16) 27%
Small ins'ts (13) 75% 76% Small ins'ts (7) 48% 33%

COEDUCATIONAL (22) WEST (38)
Large ins'ts (13) 25% Large ins'ts (28) 48%
Small ins'ts (9) 25% 25% Small ins'ts (10) 40% 46%

MIDDLE WEST AND WEST
Large and small (121) 42%

EAST AND SOUTH (104) 29%
MEN'S

Large and small (36) 0%
WOMEN'S

Large and small (23) 80%
COEDUCATIONAL

Large and small (45) 30%

STATE UNIVERSITIES
Middle West and West (24) (Enrollment 26004) 49%'
East and South (12) (Enrollment 6890) 22%

•Includes all American institutions replying to this query—216.
'One institution stated that less than 10% of its teaching was given by women. I did

not take account of this.
* One State University did not answer question.
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man or woman, the latter has to be the stronger to secure
a contested position. Certainly talented women can bring
many special endowments to Freshman English.

F—READERS IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH

I suppose every teacher would admit that ideally an in-
structor should read his own themes. For a piece of written
work is a part of him who wrote it and is to be interpreted
in terms of the individual. I think personally that it is en-
tirely possible to judge a theme in the absolute, given the
standard imposed, though I know there are many who in-
sist that product cannot be divorced from personality. Cer-
tainly living knowledge of a writer informs judgment. And
yet there are necessitous situations calling for the aid of
reader assistants. A composition teacher can read the work
of a limited number of students; when the limit is exceeded,
unless the theme schedule be reduced, he must call in out-
side aid. And he would be the first to admit the imperfec-
tion of the system that forced him from a close supervision
over what his students were doing. Several teachers who
replied to the query regarding the use of readers at their
institutions answered with a 'no' in indignant italics. They
were sitting in the seats of the fortunate.

TABLE XIX
READERS IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH

Eg s: *S S=
f- "

MIDDLE WEST (83)
Large institutions (34) 3 1 0 0
Small institutions (49) 4 0 4 2

EAST (66)
Large institutions (33) 2 2 0 0
Small institutions (33) 3 2 3 0

SODTH (38)
Large institutions (21) 1 2 0 1
Small institutions (17) 1 1 3 1

WEST (38)
Large institutions (28) 2 1 2 2
Small institutions (10) 0 2 1 0

AH sections with drill and mechanics subtracted—
Large institutions—24%
Small institutions—35%
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G—TEACHING ASSISTANTS IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH

I suppose one may, in general classify assistants under
two categories: Those who are merely readers, seniors,
extra-departmental aids,—anyone snot under regular ap-
pointment whose function is to relieve busy teachers from
the theme-reading load; and those who are official, part-
time members of a staff and who conduct classes of their
own in the Freshman course. The former are agents of
relief; the latter are ordinarily students taking graduate
work, in conjunction with their teaching, thus serving two
masters both of whom are often strangers to them when
the fall semester opens. The first group is likely to be
associated with the small college, the second with the
large. For the small institution has no graduate school.
As a matter of fact it draws to a relatively slight degree on
readers or assistants, only 18% of the instruction and read-
ing being done by assistants as against 47% in the places
of heavy enrollment.

The graduate-student teacher has apparently come to
stay. Universities find him useful. Not only does he bring
youthful eagerness and a spirit of ready cooperation to his
new profession, but he adds to the numbers in the grad-

TABLE XX
TEACHING ASSISTANTS IN FKESHMAN ENGLISH1

si is

MIDDLE WEST (83)
Large institutions (34) 10 6 17 48
Small institutions (49) 0 5 39 11 27%

EAST (66)
Large institutions (33) 6 4 17 37
Small institutions (33) 5 2 21 25 3 1 %

SOUTH (38)
Large institutions (21) 3 6 12 43
Small institutions (17) 4 0 9 31 38%

WEST (38)
Large institutions (28) 9 7 11 59
Small institutions (10) 1 0 6 14 50%

38 30 132 34%
All large institutions—47%
All small institutions—18%

1 Subtractions were made for 'blank' entries and for institutions having only literature.
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uate schools—a condition wholly acceptable to those respon-
sible for the creation of Masters of Arts and Doctors. There
is, of course, potential danger in the situation: it's a ques-
tion of sane balance in the composition of a staff. Chairmen
of departments wtho put the needs of Freshman English
first will see to it that there is a ponderable nucleus of ex-
perienced instructors on the first-year corps. Any large
university can gracefully absorb a certain percentage of no-
vitiate teachers; but the determination of the danger point
is a matter for informed deliberation.
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4—MISCELLANEOUS MATTERS

A—THE FRESHMAN ENGLISH STUDENT CONFERENCE

No aspect of the first-year course is more vital than the
fifteen or twenty minutes apart customarily assigned to per-
sonal conference with each student twice or more a semes-
ter. No phase of the course should be more stimulating to
the person taught; none, surely, more challenging to the
one who teaches. No course is more personal, more inti-
mate, really, with its constant output of written work, a
living record of the one who wrote it. Teachers of Fresh-
men everywhere have an opportunity for making or
marring, entrusted to no other instructors in colleges. And
it is in the conference that the opportunity centers.

It seems to me that of this opportunity too little is made.
There is too great a tendency to let the conduct of the con-
ference drift with its tide, to let it take care of itself. As
a matter of fact, no element in the course requires a more
informed technique, a more deliberately planned procedure.
It takes on the aspects of an art.—To be fantastic for a
moment and indulge in a kind of how-many-postage-stamps-
will-it-take-to-girdle-the-globe inquiry, let me try to esti-
mate roundly the number of hours a year devoted to confer-
ence among the 101,157 Freshmen represented by my ques-
tionnaire. Rough and ready arithmetic would put it con-
servatively at 150,000. One can readily see that the oppor-
tunity for waste is of almost cosmic magnitude.

The table that follows presents only a record of the pro-
cedure of such institutions as do not definitely schedule the
customary two or three meetings a semester. The most in-
teresting finding is that 34% do not.

B—EXEMPTIONS FROM FRESHMAN ENGLISH

No preamble is really needed for the record of exemptions
indicated on the questionnaire. The data are brief and
simple. On the whole, it is a surprising fact that among so
large and representative a body of institutions, only 9% of
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TABLE XXI

CONFERENCE PROCEDURES WHERE NO DEFINITE NUMBER
PER SEMESTER IS PRESCRIBED

MIDDLE WEST
Large institutions (33) 3 2 6 1 0 0 0 — 12
Small institutions (48) 2 1 7 0 2 0 0 — 12

EAST
Large institutions (30) 1 0 2 0 6 0 0 — 9
Small institutions (30) 3 2 4 1 0 1 0 — 11

SOUTH
Large institutions (21) 0 1 3 0 1 0 0 — 5
Small institutions (17) 0 0 5 2 0 1 1—9

WEST
Large institutions (27) 3 0 2 0 0 1 0 — 6
Small institutions ( 9) 0 0 0 0 2 1 0 — 3

12 6 29 4 11 4 1 67 = 34%

NOTE—Two institutions hold conferences only in class.
1—The nine institutions giving only literature are not included above, and there were seven

blank returns.

them offer a chance for exemption. It would seem as if the
Freshman course was assumed to be an integral element in
the American system of collegiate education.

TABLE XXII

EXEMPTIONS FROM FRESHMAN ENGLISH

MroDLE WEST (S)
2 Exempt for exceptional ability (one exempts %) (one exempts

"those of ability").
2 Exemption in one case only to Letters and Science students, in the

second only to veterinary students.
1 One exempts A students after the first semester.

EAST (12)
7 Exempt for special ability in entrance tests.
2 Exempt good students after the first semester.
1 Exempts but does not specify.
1 Exempts engineers until Sophomore year.
1 Makes course elective.

SOUTH (1)
1 A very few of ability.

WEST (2)
1 Some are exempted through examination.
1 Require course only of those failing entrance tests.

All told 9% of 225 institutions exempt students.
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c—NUMBER OF WORDS PER WEEK REQUIRED IN
FRESHMAN ENGLISH

The table speaks for itself on this matter. The general
demand is obviously for 500 words a week. The lowest av-
erage I received was one from 150-200 words, the highest
an optimistic 1200. If our counsel to Freshmen be Sir
Philip Sidney's, "look in thy heart, and write," the 150-
word students, provided their requirement be based on the
stimulus of regional conditions, must find life a dull thing.
But the 1200-word group will find it exciting and distract-
ing.

TABLE XXIII

NUMBER OF WORDS PER WEEK REQUIRED IN FRESHMAN ENGLISH

Words Number
per of

Week Institutions
Less than 300 12

300 17
300-400 11
400 15
300-500 17
400-500 10
500 54
500-600 8
600 15

More than 600 23

Average 470 words1 182 reporting unequivocally
1 This average is derived through two assumptions, that the less-than-300 institutions would

average 250, and that the more-than-60O group would average 700.
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5. AFTERMATH

I have little to say in this brief, valedictory section,
though perhaps I should have much. One cannot, of course,
be exposed to the number of reports I have studied and fail
to emerge—unless he be related to Bottom—not only with a
general picture of the national Freshman scene but with a
knowledge of its details as well, details so patiently passed
on to me by generous contributors. I have before me a list
of innovations, some minor, some major; some affecting de-
tails merely, others the traditional nature of the course. But
the list is not a long one in view of the scores of records.
I can enter it briefly below. There was far less criticism of
the constituted order of things than I had expected to find.
One talks with a group of English teachers at a Modern
Language Association meeting and senses disquietude, ap-
prehension, over the great American rhetoric course. Then
one dissects a couple of hundred analyses of what is being
taught, and how, and realizes that the new order is not
come. Perhaps the composite wisdom of the shaping rhetor-
icians of the last three decades has solved the problem with
finality. One doubts it. Perhaps some guiding, latter-day
Moses in his patient wisdom is needed. A Marat or a Robes-
pierre would scarcely answer: the American scholar is slow
to change; he would in no wise subscribe to the doctrine that
"revolution is accentuated evolution." The most violent op-
ponent of things as they are wrote: "Do you know what I
think of the traditional course in Freshman English? I
think the students are wasting their time, and the instruc-
tors ought to be put in jail so they won't be a party to the
crime." There speaks a man! It may well be that I, as
Chairman of such a course, am a party of the first part.
Well, perhaps many of us should crook the knee of humility
before our acquiescence to an ordered monarchy.

The changes of major import that seem to be taking
place are:
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1—The increasing popularity of placement tests. Many sets of tests
of varying types are readily available at a nominal cost. Depart-
ments of Education in particular have bent their energies towards
evolving them. If I may venture a judgment, I should like to say
that their employment unaccompanied by actual test theme writing
may produce misleading results. But as a check on writing ac-
complishments they are valuable.

2—The widespread and growing tendency to section students accord-
ing to ability. It seems to me, if I may again venture opinion, that
little can be said against this development. It paves the way for
different texts in differently qualified sections and makes for in-
creasing liberalism in the upper groups.

3—The trend towards abandoning the rhetoric as a text-book. This
has been under way for several years. How far it will go is prob-
lematic. Its justification depends largely on the regional condi-
tions faced by institutions. The East, with its control over illiter-
ates in its most favored colleges, finds it useless. Colleges farther
from the rising sun with a pioneer background, find it valuable.
At Wisconsin we have compromised as other universities have done.
We require it only of the lower-group students. There is smother
factor in this situation: beginning instructors have the vaguest
of ideas on unity and coherence, and in order to present a course
in rhetoric with decency they must know their way about among
the laws of Aristotle. At Wisconsin we try to help them meet
their obligation by giving them, if they have two sections to teach,
one in the lower group where the rhetoric is still a fixture, and
one in the upper, into which they can carry the knowledge of the
rhetorical principles gained from the lower. If they conduct only
one section, they are assigned to a lower.

4—The increasing introduction of literature into Freshman English.
Too much could be made of this; rhetoric is still in the saddle.
The likelihood is, however, that the teaching of pure literature •will
grow steadily. In one way the matter lies with the secondary
schools. In proportion to their ability to equip their students with
the fundamentals of correct writing, the colleges will find them-
selves justified in foregoing their attempt to do what the high
schools should have done. There is too much literature taught in
the pre-college period at the expense of rhetoric. But the handi-
cap under which the high schools lie should be understood. Again
it is a matter of budget: It costs tremendously to administer
theme-writing courses in secondary schools in comparison with
others, and relatively little to give surveys in literature. Theme
correcting is time absorbing, and when a high school teaching pro-
gram calls for twenty-five hours a week, an armful of 'Essays'
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that must be read after dark takes on the characteristics of a
nightmare. Often no more than a gesture is made to fulfill the
rhetoric obligation. Freshmen have told me times beyond count
that they had either not written themes before, or that the themes
had not been returned to them. But so far as Wisconsin is con-
cerned, we have every reason to be optimistic. Fifteen years ago
17% of the Freshman class was consigned to Sub-freshman Eng-
lish. The decrease has been steady; this year it was 6%.

5—The inauguration of English 'clinics.' Six questionnaires deemed
this feature worthy of special mention. By clinic was meant a sys-
tematized method of compelling students found delinquent in Eng-
lish after having received credit for the Freshman course to take
extra work under supervision to bring them abreast of a normal
standard of correctness. In theory the project is excellent; in
practice it may prove of little value through the lack of coopera-
tion accorded by departments other than English.

In addition to the list above it might be of interest to
epitomize briefly some of the individual innovations that
were outstanding.

1—One institution in what is in effect a Sub-freshman course requires
its students after a careful exploration into grammatical termin-
ology to formulate a grammar with the title "Grammar According
to Me."

2—An old, established woman's college has developed the plan of
having its Freshmen focus their theme subjects on their family
and regional heritage,—on the assumption, doubtless, that their
knowledge and interest will lie in the field of their experience.

3—Another institution issues periodically for general circulation a
printed or mimeographed bulletin containing the most memorable
current Freshman themes.

4—An old and honorable state university makes the following en-
gaging provision for its Freshmen. One-sixth of the entering
class, on the score of special ability is exempted whether it wants
to be or not; 70% are forced to take the course; and the remain-
ing 13%, the unacceptable, are required to tutor via the Extension
Division at,their own expense.

6—One questionnaire puts its faith, and its practice, not in writing
but in rewriting, and in again rewriting. An interesting proced-
ure surely—and sound if we are to judge by the testimony of pro-
fessional authors. Since the gentleman who answered the ques-
tionnaire, a well known educator, certifies to the popularity of the
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course, both with students and instructors, we can hold in sus-
pension any reservations we may have had concerning the possible
lack of inspiration, from the student point of view, attendant on
continually reworking material, and from the standpoint of the
instructor on the difficulty of sustaining the enthusiasm necessary
for following through consecutive reworkings.

6—One institution states, "We spend as much time on oral as on
written English." This was about the only evidence I received on
oral English. Has the practice disappeared from the Freshman
course? Ten years ago one heard much more about it. At Wis-
consin—perhaps unfortunately—we have never introduced it. Our
difficulty has always been to find sufficient time for other aspects
of the course.

Perhaps the most persistent criticism voiced against
Freshman English on the part of its teaching analyists has
had to do with its staff. And the most frequent charge has
been that of immaturity. The charge is true enough of
course, but as things are constituted, the condition is inev-
itable. Furthermore every large university must assume its
part in training teachers for the country at large. Two or
three critics brought up another issue. One of them phrased
it as follows: "We, as well as others, are working under a
rather general impression that anyone can teach Freshman
composition." This belief is of course true. There is an
aggressive optimism in the whole human race over its abil-
ity to teach Freshman English. Perhaps to a very slight de-
gree at least it is unwarranted. College graduates who
suddenly decide that they want to teach and who have neg-
lected to specialize in any of the exact sciences almost al-
ways bestow their services on departments of English. In
order to satisfy the sudden impulse to teach, it is the only
thing they can do. But it seems to me that this is rather a
negligible factor in the general situation, and tends very
slightly to weaken the effectiveness of any given staff.

I shall close with another quotation from a questionnaire.
"I do not think the status of Freshman English will be
materially improved until the attitude of administrative and
departmental officials toward it is altered. As long as the
course is regarded with contempt and imposed as a drudg-
ery load on the least paid members of the staff, most Fresh-
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man English teachers will suffer from an inferiority com-
plex, and try to shake off the load as soon as possible."
Oftentimes this administrative attitude is plainly enough
expressed. I imagine it derives from what I have said above.
For the administrative officials know that they could teach
the course brilliantly themselves, though they would be
somewhat more dubious about ichthyology or the Einstein
theory.—It will doubtless be a saving grace that so many
of us are at trigger poise in our eagerness to state to all
and sundry, and with the utmost conviction, that it takes
great teaching to do justice to the possibilities of Fresh-
man English.
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APPENDIX A

THE CANADIAN INSTITUTIONS

Earlier in this report I stated that our sister colleges and
universities to the north differed so widely from us in their
practices, that it would be profitless to attempt to incorpor-
ate the registry of their methods with our own. Two of the
seven use rhetorics, three use handbooks, and altiho six of
the seven use a volume of essay selections, the essays are
predominantly classic. Only one, the smallest of the seven,
with seventy-five Freshman, makes use of any collection ap-
pearing on the American list. Essays of present-day auth-
ors seem to be little in favor. There is something of the
British tradition in all this, of teachers with an Oxford-
Cambridge heritage. It is very interesting. I shall hazard
a guess that the Saturday Evening Post finds less favor
on Canadian campuses than on those of the United States.

In no instances is rhetoric alone taught. Literature claims
as much attention as the rules of writing. Two or three of
the gentlemen who replied to my questionnaire were gra-
cious enough to write me letters. And perhaps the burden
of these epistles and the general imputation of the question-
naire answers may best be summed up by a phrase from one
of them: "It is all so different here."
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APPENDIX B

FRESHMAN ENGLISH AND ALUMNI

Early in 1928 I attempted to discover through the ques-
tionnaire route what Wisconsin graduates and seniors
thought, in retrospect, of Freshman English. Since the
course at Wisconsin is typical of the majority of such
courses in the country, the results may have more than
local interest. On the chance of this being so, it may not
be amiss to append the article I wrote in analysis for the
Wisconsin Alumni Magazine a few months ago. When I
say that Freshman English at Wisconsin is typical, I mean
that it uses the rhetoric, though for the weaker students
only, the handbook, and a volume of selected essays; that it
requires 500 words a week in writing; that it includes no
literature, though we do try to approach our essays, short
stories, and novel from a literary point of view; and that it
meets three times a week and continues throughout the
year. My report follows:

Perhaps at this moment a quarter of a million freshmen in Ameri-
ca are either writing themes or about to commence them. A mathe-
matician could tell us, I suppose, how much of the distance between
New York and San Francisco the labored sheets, placed end to end,
would reach; and any Mr. De Voto of such an ill-natured arraign-
ment as the recent article "English A" in Mr. Mencken's American
Mercury could grow sarcastic over the seeming futility of the pro-
cess. It is easy to grow sarcastic, too—as easy as temptation; and
since there is more of the devil's advocate in human nature than of
the attorney for defence, the demerits of a system will find louder
voices than the virtues. And why not, provided the virtues themselves
are not mistaken for the vices? For analysis and criticism make for
change, and change in a shifting world, under informed supervision,
may well make for betterment.

As chairman of Freshman English at Wisconsin I have been won-
dering for some time past whether our own course could not be
strengthened through knowledge derived from two channels—a sur-
vey of the national status and content of Freshman English courses,
on the one hand; and on the other, through the criticisms of its own
graduates. To this end I circulated an apologetically elaborate ques-
tionnaire among the 300 leading colleges and universities of the
country. Rather to my amazement I received back 232, many of those
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filling them out showing the greatest interest in the undertaking and
admitting their own dilemmas. This is not the place to summarize the
results of that survey, but I should like to make a statement or two
in connection with it. Aside from the eastern colleges and certain of
the southern, the procedure is strikingly uniform. The Atlantic sea-
board institutions, with their heavy endowments and their power
to reject by limiting enrollment not only the unfit but the mediocre
students are faced with no such problems as confront the colleges of
the Middlewest and West, democratic by choice and necessity. Conse-
quently their elementary courses begin on a higher plane. If the great
state universities were in a position to limit and select, their intro-
ductory courses could begin far in advance of their present starting
points. They cannot, however; their obligations are of a different
nature.

The second questionnaire went out to Wisconsin graduates—1546
to holders of degrees, 513 to present seniors. There were four spe-
cific questions asked and a blanket invitation issued for comments of
a general nature:

1. To what extent did the course strengthen your ability to write
and speak English?

2. In what way, if at all, did the course affect your later reading
habits?

3. Had the course been elective rather than imposed, would you,
in the light of your later collegiate experience elect it if you
were now entering as a freshman?

4. Can you suggest any changes that, in your opinion, would make
the course more valuable?

5. Any further comments: (All suggestions of whatever nature
will be gladly received.)

A general request was made in the introduction for unequivocal frank-
ness. (I may say in passing that the Department got it.)

Prom the 2,059 questionnaires sent out, 472 replies, or twenty-three
per cent, had been received by March 10, 1928. Since that time sev-
enty additional have reached us, too late for inclusion in this sum-
mary, but not too late for a final analysis.

Before beginning an analysis of the results, it would be only fitting
to acknowledge the courtesy and co-operation of the graduates and
seniors who responded—some of them so fully and understanding^ as
to prove them at least as much interested in the academic side of
Wisconsin as in Homecoming football tickets.

The survey began with freshman of the fall of 1919. An effort
•was made to proportion the questionnaire equally among the succeed-
ing classes and equally among men and women. The ratio of nine
Letters and Science students to two Engineers and one from the
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College of Agriculture was determined upon to insure proportionate
representation. Upon receipt of the replies, each questionnaire had
entered upon it the name of the instructor teaching the student and
the grade given him. And this for very obvious reasons: reactions to
a course have much to do, as I shall show later, with the teacher giv-
ing it and with the grade received.

Perhaps as satisfactory a way as any of tabulating results would
be to move through the questions in order of their presentation. As
to improvement in writing and speaking them. Almost all the stu-
dents declared that their ability to write had been strengthened. The
credit for that increase in power, however, need not be given wholly
to Freshman English: continuous practice alone, whether supervised
or not, will tend to strengthen and to create self-confidence. In view
of this fact the testimony offered by more than ninety per cent that
the course had aided must be interpreted in terms of the degree of
improvement. Taking the evidence by and large, that improvement
seemed satisfactory enough. As to developing conversational power
very few students indeed found themselves benefitted. It is true that
oral English is not in the curriculum—indeed, there is little evidence
from the national survey that this aspect of English is ordinarily
stressed—but it was to be hoped that the course would be retroactive
on speech by indirection. Theoretically, at least, the enlargement of
one's vocabulary through the constant study of memorable prose and
the necessity of adequate expression in the writing of themes on
varied topics, might be expected to enrich conversational powers. But
if the questionnaires are to be taken on face value, this is not the
case.

The second question concerned itself with the effect the course had
upon later reading habits. The results here were distinctly disap-
pointing. Only thirty-five per cent declared that their tastes had been
changed for the better. The fault must lie with the course. There
are two ways in which we try to swing interest in Zane Grey and
Harold Bell Wright to more serious authors: one, through the study
in the class room of challenging essayists and writers of fiction; the
other, through the assignment of outside reading. There is sufficient
evidence on the questionnaires to show that the outside reading has
been in general ineffective, largely because freshmen have not kept
faith. "It is the easiest requirement to fake that a freshman has,"
writes one graduate, "and he certainly does it." But after all, it is an
obligation resting on the course to see that this work is conscientiously
done, and means will be devised for doing so. Students have a wide
choice of subject matters and authors. I do not think there is just
cause for complaint on that score. We scarcely expect them to keep
late hours over Aristotle, or Matthew Arnold, or Longinus; but there
are less alien writers who should be tangent to their interests.
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The third question, which had to do with electing the course in the
light of later experience, was answered in most cases with an une-
quivocal 'yes' or 'no.' Seven per cent only of the replies were in-
determinate; deducing; the final procedure of their framers would be
like betting: on the direction a Mexican jumping bean would take. It
seemed best to omit them from consideration. The results were sur-
prisingly encouraging though it would be injudicial to give the im-
pression that even those who were most emphatic in their affirmative
votes gave the entire course their sanction. Indeed those replies that
were most valuable criticized one aspect or another. Perhaps the fol-
lowing table will make clear how the matter stood. Let me present
this first and then comment upon it.

Graduates
L. and S

Men
Women

Engineers
Agrics

Seniors2

L. and S
Men
Women

Engineers
All men grads ....
All women grads
All men seniors ..
All women seniors
All men
All women

All

TABLE I

RETURNS AND RE-ELECTIONS1.

No.
sent

1,546
1,202

489
713
231
113
513

833
713
288
225

1,121
938

2,059

Per cent
Replies

22
21
27
17
25
28
25

26
18
28
22
27
17
23

Per-cent
re-elections

87
85
91
79
89
83
85
83
80
84
95
90
82
85
84
88
81
85

1 Indeterminate replies not counted.
* Seniors not classified by colleges.

It will be seen that the men students differed from the women in
two ways: they were far more generous in their responses, and, truth
to tell, somewhat more generous toward the course itself. Why this
should be I do not know. Perhaps, when they turned thumbs down
on Freshman English they showed more wisdom and discernment
than their brothers. At any rate it seems to be a sex question, and I'll
have none of it. To the statistician there is really a sharp difference
between the percentage of replies received from the men and the
women—twenty-seven per cent as against eighteen per cent; and as
marked a contrast, taking the Letters and Science graduates, between
the percentages of men and women indicating a re-election of the
course—ninety-one per cent as against seventy-nine per cent.

But in some ways the most surprising results came from the En-
gineers. Frankly, the English Department had no definite gauge of
the reaction of professional students. Consequently, the fact that
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eighty-eight per cent of the Engineering graduates testified willing-
ness to re-elect was decidedly gratifying; and the ninety-five per cent
indication of the senior Engineers, when compared with the eighty
per cent of the senior Letters and Science men, was both gratifying
and astonishing. I might say, furthermore, that as a group the En-
gineers expressed themselves with admirable maturity and effective-
ness. The older alumni irrespective of college tended to be more
emphatic in approval.

Beyond question, the phase of this course that came in for strong-
est criticism was the teaching. This was natural and expected. There
were during the first semester fifty-three instructors, a staff larger
than the faculties of scores of American colleges. Many of them were
young; many of them lacked experience; many of them were serving
two masters—teaching and graduate study. It would be folly to say
that when they grow older, get wider teaching background, leave the
graduate school behind them, they will not be more valuable in the
class room. Of course they will. Perhaps in some education paradise
to come, those dedicated to teaching will receive Ph.D. degrees as
cradle gifts, be born mature with vivid personalities, and compelling
magnetism, under no compulsion to serve apprenticeships. The dreams
of deans are made of such stuff. Let me quote briefly from an
article I recently wrote on the subject of instruction. "We are given
to saying glibly that freshmen in particular should be moulded by
the finest and most sagacious minds in an institution. Almost any
president will glow to this theory. And yet the 'finest minds' display
a leveled animosity toward theme reading and toward patient con-
ference with adolescence. And where, if seasoned brilliance takes
over the teaching, is the novitiate instructor going to begin? With
the upperclassmen? Not on this side of the millenium. The teaching
profession is but a oneway Jacob's ladder; the climbing is not down
from the heaven of high places; the first rung is planted in a Fresh-
man English class."

But those who stated in italics on their questionnaires that the best
is not too good for the freshmen, who insisted that there should be
a stronger infusion of older teachers, were absolutely right. As chair-
man of Freshman English I have watched with growing concern the
raiding of the first-year staff by upper courses—a necessary raiding,
in view of conditions, yes, but regrettable. And I wish I could say
that the tendency was not increasing. It follows a perfectly natural
law: heavy enrollment in survey, in sophomore composition, in upper-
class courses, demands more instruction, and Freshman English is the
reservoir from which the drafts are drawn.

Having said so much, I must, however, state that this is a condi-
tion commonly prevalent among the larger institutions of the Middle-
west and West. From the finding of the national survey I have just
made, I discovered a general unrest over this situation. It is my be-
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lief that Wisconsin can command as much distinction among its
teaching recruits as any of its sister universities.

The table that follows attempts to show how men and women, sen-
iors and graduates, reacted towards effective instructors and towards
those less effective. The division of teachers into the two classes was
my own. The purpose of making the table was to show that having
studied under strong teachers, students declared themselves, under
question three, for re-election—those less favored, for refusal to re-
elect. It would appear from this point of view that the weakness lay
largely with the instructional personnel rather than with the course.

TABLE II .

REACTION TOWARDS STRONG AND WEAK INSTRUCTION

(The percentages indicate re-election.)
Women under strong instructors 87%
Women under weak instructors 71%
Men under strong instructors 93%
Men under weak instructors 82%
Both under strong instructors 9 1 %
Both under weak instructors 79%

The next table divides men and women on the basis of the grades
they received under strong and weak instruction. It is easily to be
seen that students receiving high grades were most willing to re-elect.
(But see women students under strong instructors!)

TABLE in.
RE-ELECTIONS1 IN TERMS OF GRADES RECEIVED

Men getting A or B
Men getting C or lower
Women getting A or B
Women getting C or lower

1 Refers to question 3.

All told, sixty-one students charged their instructors with incom-
petence, either relative or absolute. Many of the men gave them
names, even initials; the more polite women were less specific. Of
these sixty-one teachers, I had classified forty-two as unsuccessful,
only nineteen as strong. One hundred twelve students, or twenty-four
per cent, stressed the need of brilliant and mature instructors. Since
there was no direct request to comment on the teaching staff, this is
a heavy percentage.

It may be of further interest to state that thirty-seven critics sug-
gested more grammar, where only four proposed less; that thirty-one
held out, and quite rightly, for freer choice in theme subjects; that
nine insisted that there were too many themes, where twenty—what
a world it is!—held that there were too few. No vote of thanks will
be accorded the latter by present freshmen.

Under strong
instruction

95%
90%
83%
93%

Under weak
instruction

87%
77%
82%
59%
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It is too early to predict any possible changes in Freshman Eng-
lish that may result from this year's investigations. Nor would it be
fitting to suggest revisions before they had taken final form and been
sanctioned by the curriculum committee. But the two surveys we have
made have been seriously studied. They present a mass of invaluable
material that will prove of the greatest assistance in whatever re-
organization seems best.

But whatever the outcome of our present effort to remake Fresh-
man English into something nearer perfection, as its present chair-
man I shall be wholly unwilling to see it descend to a bread-and-butter
level. Grammar and rhetoric as handmaidens serving clear thinking
and accuracy are worthy of their hire; and they are necessary in
direct ratio to the unpreparedness of our first year students. But to
limit teaching endeavor to the mere attainment of correctness would
be lowering the flag. If Freshman English is incapable of developing
good taste, of arousing a sense for what is fine, of creating reverence
for the great dead in prose literature and a respect for the living
great, it belongs with other "weeds and outworn faces." I am con-
fident, however, that this is not so. . . . A skeptical critic from
the entrenched East, commenting upon any ambition to arouse a feel-
ing for beauty in the multitudinous universities west of Buffalo asks:
"Will you? That is precisely the question. Go and communicate to
the farmers your passion for sweetness and light." But as long as a
university is worthy of the name, beauty as well as truth must be an
attribute of its purpose.
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APPENDIX C

LIST OF INSTITUTIONS REPLYING TO QUESTIONNAIRE

I. STATE UNIVERSITIES (37)
MIDDLE WEST (12)

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Nebraska
Ohio State
North Dakota
South Dakota
Wisconsin

. EAST (4)
Delaware
Maine
Maryland
New Hampshire

SOUTH (8)
Alabama
Arkansas

II. OTHER INSTITUTIONS
MIDDLE WEST (71)

Akron
Albion
Antioch
Armour Institute
Augustana
Battle Creek
Beloit
Bethany
Bradley Poly. Inst.
Butler Univ.
Carroll
Case School Applied Sci.
Chicago, Univ. of
Cincinnati, Univ. of
City of Detroit, Col. of
Coe
Cornell College
Creighton Univ.
De Pauw Univ.
Detroit Univ.
Doane
Drury
Earlham
Emporia College
Fairmount
Franklin
Grinnell
Gustavus Adolphus

Georgia
Kentucky
Mississippi
North Carolina
Tennessee
West Virginia

WEST (13)
Arizona
California
Colorado
Idaho
Montana
Nevada
New Mexico
Oklahoma
Oregon
Texas
Utah
Washington
Wyoming

Hamline
Hanover
Hillsdale
Illinois Wesleyan
Iowa Wesleyan
Jewell, William
Knox
Lawrence
Lewis Institute
Macalaster
Manchester
Miami Univ.
Mich. State Col. of Agri.
Milliken Univ.
Milton
Milwaukee Downer
Milwaukee Extension
Morningside
Muskingum
Neb. Wesleyan U.
No. Dakota Agri.
Northland
Northwestern Univ.
Notre Dame Univ.
Oberlin
Ohio Wesleyan Univ.
Ohio University
Omaha, Univ. of
Otterbein
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II. OTHER INSTITUTIONS (Con't)

Park
Parsons
Purdue Univ.
Ripon
Rockford
St. Olaf
Simpson
Toledo, Univ. City of
Union (Neb.)
Valparaiso Univ.
Wabash
Western Reserve Univ.
Wheaton (111.)
Wittenberg

EAST (62)
Alfred University
Alleghany
Amherst
Barnard
Boston College
Boston University
Brown Univ. (Women)
Bryn Mawr
Bucknell Univ.
Buffalo Univ.
Carnegie Inst. of Tech.
Colby
Colgate Univ.
Columbia Univ.
Cornell Univ.
Dartmouth
Fordham Univ.
George Washington Univ.
Georgetown Univ.
Harvard Univ.
Hobart
Hood
Hunter
Lafayette
Lehigh Univ.
Mass. Agri. Col.
Mass. Inst. of Tech.
Middlebury
Mt. Holyoke
Mulenberg
N. Y., Col. of City of
N. Y. Univ. (Wash. Sq.)
N. Y. Univ. (Heights)
Penn. State Col.
Pittsburgh, Univ. of
Princeton Univ.
Radcliffe
Rensselaer Poly. Inst.
Rochester, Univ. of
Russell Sage

Rutgers (Women's)
St. Bonaventure
Simmons Col.
Smith
Swarthmore
Syracuse, Univ.
Temple Univ.
Trinity (Women's)
Tufts
Union
U. S. Military Acad.
U. S. Naval Acad.
Vassar
Washington and Jefferson
Wellesley
Wells
Wesleyan Univ.
Wheaton (Mass.)
Williams
Wilson
Worcester Poly.
Yale Univ.

SOUTH (30)
Alabama Poly. Inst.
Alabama University
Asbury
Birmingham Southern
Chattanooga, Univ. of
Clemson Agri. Col.
Davis and Elkins
Duke Univ.
Florida State Col.
Georgia School of Tech.
Lincoln Memorial Univ.
Louisiana Col.
Louisville, Univ. of
Loyola Univ.
Maryville
Mercer Univ.
Mississippi Col.
No. Carolina Col.
No. Car. Agri. and Eng.
Randolph Macon
Randolph Macon (Women's)
Salem
Sweet Briar
Tulane Univ.
Vanderbilt Univ.
Virginia Agri., Mech., and

Poly.
Virginia Military Inst.
Wesleyan
West Virginia Wesleyan
Wofford
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II. OTHER INSTITUTIONS (Con't)

WEST (25) Mills
Baylor College Okla. Agri. and Mech.
Baylor University Oklahoma Col.
Brigham Young Univ. Oregon Agri. Col.
California Inst. of Tech. Phillips Univ.
Colorado College Reed
Colorado State Agri. Rice Institute
Colorado School of Mines So. California, Univ. of
Colorado Univ. Texas Agri. and Mech.
Denver, Univ. of Texas Christian Univ.
Idaho Col. Texas Tech.
Indus. Arts, Col. of (Texas) Washington Col.
Leland Stanford Univ. Willamette Univ.

III. CANADIAN INSTITUTIONS (7)

Alberta, Univ. of Saskatchewan, Univ. of
Macdonald Col. Toronto, Univ. of
Manitoba, Univ. of Western Ontario, Univ. of
Montreal, Univ. of




